Brand

Guidelines

Logo

Basics

Setting apart from the competition starts at home, so we worked
towards constructing an identity that is as striking and distinctive,
to communicate the brand in a concise and effective manner.
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App Icon

The logotype is constructed from
the brand font, Fugue. The minimal,
rounded style reflects the simplicity
and clarity of Airtime Rewards. And
that’s not just in its aesthetic, but
also from a functional point of view,
the logotype’s clean edges allow for
the best legibility across all media.

Primary Logo

The accompanying logomark, 
The Wave, represents the flow 
of our mobile currency. The folded
flag effect is also representative of
credibility and authority, two of our
key values.

Favicon

The distinctive logomark is clear
and recognisable as a standalone
icon. Shown above as an example of
how this could work across
micro-applications such as a
favicon or app badge.
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In instances where there are width
restrictions such as responsive
design, signage, livery etc. a stacked
version of the logo is available for use.

Secondary Logo

For this version, the height of the
stem of the “d” has been reduced,
to allow for a tidier, more considered
look. With this in mind, please do
not attempt to recreate the logo.
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Exclusion zones allow the logo to

The Wave icon can be used as a

The logo may be used against

have enough breathing space

key, to signify the necessary

image backgrounds (sparingly). In

between other graphic elements,

distance above, below and to either

this instance, be sure to use the

text etc. Be sure to apply this logic

side of the logo.

exclusion zones as a key and that

in any instance where the logo could

no subject matter from the image

be encroached by other content.

obstructs the logo itself.

Exclusion Zones
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The versatility of the logo can be

For any colour variations, the colour

Skip to page X for a more in depth

seen here, working effectively across

combinations used above should

look at the brand colour palette,

a range of different colours. When

be followed to achieve maximum

including supporting colours, colour

used against a block background of

contrast and therefore legibility.

profiles and hex codes.

any of the three brand colours

(white/mint/blue) the reverse colours

should be used for the logotype.

Coloured Backgrounds
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Do not crop the logo

Do not distort the logo

Do not alter the transparency

Do not use drop shadows/effects

Do not use different colours

Do not outline the logo

Do not separate/misalign

Do not rotate the logo

Do not recreate the logo

Logo Misuse
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Colour

Palette

Communicating the brand is not all about the logo. Colour is a major asset in
creating a recognisable and tone-setting brand. Here we have outlined all
primary and secondary brand colours and how and where they should be used.
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Faded 1

#F6FDFC

Mint Green
C


62


R


0


M


0


G


232


B

209

Y

K

32


HEX

#F3F4F5

Faded 2

#E8EAEB

Prussian Blue
Faded 2

Light

0

Faded 1

#E9FCFA

#14FFE7

#00E8D1

C


98


R


13


M


71


G


43


Y


51


B

58

K

59

HEX

Dark

Faded 3

#65757E*

Light

#154355

#0D2B3A

#2CD5C4

Dark

#0D2633

The two primary colours of 

Additional tints have been supplied

For a secondary font colour across

Mint Green and Prussian Blue are 

for each of the primary colours,

UI design and digital applications, a

to be used in all variations of the logo

these can be used to watermark

65% Prussian Blue Tint is available

and supporting assets. Iconography

patters, differentiate blocks of

as shown above.*

and headlines may use Mint Green

colour or as different button states

where necessary, however for

where necessary.

accessibility, all body copy and

subheadings must be in Prussian Blue.

Primary Colours
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Candy Red
C

M

Y

K

0

84

57

0

HEX

R
 255

G
 65

B 80
#FF4150

Secondary colours can help to add a
little more interest and dynamism.
Here the options of Candy Red and
Canary Yellow offer a brighter and
more engaging choice when
highlighting certain sections or to help
to engage the user, specifically from a
consumer-focused point of view.

Secondary Colours

Light

#FF6464

Dark

#EA3B50

Canary Yellow
C

M

Y

K

R
 255

G
 200

B 0

0

23

93

0

HEX

#FFC800

The balance between corporate
and consumer-focused content is a
fine line, but can be communicated
subtly with tone of voice as well as
the use of this colour palette.

Light

#FFD85A

Dark

#EFB90A

The primary colours will always take
centre-stage. But for the consumer,
these brighter secondary colours
can be used more freely to help aid
the approachability of the brand.
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Emerald Green
C

M

Y

K

66

0

72

0

HEX

R
 64

G
 206

B 110
#40CE6E

To support the secondary Candy Red
and Canary Yellow, Emerald Green is
provided to be used sparingly and
where functional for traffic light
signalling for buttons, highlighted 
fields etc.

Secondary Colours

Light

#4DDB7B

Dark

#44C66E

Powder Blue
C

M

Y

K

R
 75

G
 193

B 239

63

1

1

0

HEX

#4BC1EF

Light

#5DD1F4

Dark

#2CB3DD

Another secondary colour to be
used sparingly is Powder Blue.
Some brand executions may lack
that extra variety with colour, so
where necessary this blue tone may
be used subtly to add interest.
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Typography

Correct use of typography can transform a good brand into a great one. For us, our
clarity and credibility are vitally important to us. We have chosen a typeface which
speaks to that and aids accessibility across all of our digital assets.
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The quick brown
fox jumped over

DM Sans Regular
DM Sans Italic
DM Sans Medium
DM Sans Medium Italic
DM Sans Bold

the lazy dog

DM Sans Bold Italic

Google’s DM Sans is the selected

Headlines and pull quotes are set in

All other text, whether subheadings,

brand typeface for Airtime Rewards.

DM Sans Bold as shown above.

or paragraph copy should be set in

It’s minimal structure and

When using this to create headings,

DM Sans Medium/Regular. If

roundedness are synonymous with

whether for print or web, always

required, other weights/italics can

the logotype and offer the legibility

typeset with optical kerning and

be used. These should only be used

that is paramount to the clarity of 

zero tracking. Always set in title or

when absolutely necessary, to

our brand.

sentence case, never all-caps or

highlight certain words or phrases.

all-lowercase.

Typography
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Graphic

Elements

Another way to reinforce the brand is to replicate certain characteristics
in shapes and embellishments. The abstract logo offers a fluid, distinctive
graphic, that allows us to create a visual theme.
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As mentioned, the logotype is
composed of several curved shapes.
When extracted from the logo these
can be enlarged or even rearranged
to create eye-catching patterns.
These are used throughout but can
be seen again here.`

Patterns
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Background

Background

Background

White

Mint Green

Prussian Blue

Wave

Wave

Wave

#E9FCFA

#2CD5C4

#0D2633

70% Opacity

30% Opacity

100% Opacity

As shown above, the wave can be
used as a supporting asset to 
add interest and dynamism 
where necessary.

Patterns


To ensure the contrast is not too
harsh or cluttered, please follow the
above hex and opacity values for
the respective background colours.
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NB: For now these are just examples
to help to contextualise, I will update
and revisit these before we sign off
the brand guidelines.

Embellishments
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Iconography

Sometimes photography just isn’t enough and can make it hard to bring
that charisma from the brand to life. Illustrations and iconography provide
just that and allow us to have more fun with idenity applied so far.
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For more minimal use where
illustrations and imagery are not
appropriate, iconography can be
used to flesh out content and

to help make heavier sections of
content more easily digestible.

Iconography

This style is to be used sparingly,
across infographics and printed
correspondence. Any reproduction
for additional icons must replicate the
same style at the same stroke weight.
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Digital

Guidelines

To ensure maximum accessibility and the most effective translation of the
brand into digital applications, we have supplied some brief digital
guidelines. These help to maintain consistency throughout all materials.
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H1 DM Sans Bold

36/38

H2 DM Sans Medium

24/28

H3 DM Sans Medium

18/21

Paragraph

DM Sans Regular

14/18 Optical Kerning

18/21 Line Height

Quote Mark

DM Sans Medium 30/32
Pull Quote

Adieu Regular 18/21

Ideal Stack

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet
Consectetur adipiscing elit sed do
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet consectetur adipiscing elit
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consect
etur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod
tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore
magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim
veniam, quis nostrud exercitatio.

Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit

in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu
fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint
occaecat cupidatat non proident,
sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt et.

“

Duis aute irure dolor in
reprehenderit in voluptate

NB. Buttons may change on exploring brand executions.

Call to Action

DM Sans Medium 18/21

Join Now
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Call to Actions - Primary

Height 50px, No Max Width, 100% Rounded Corners

Join Now

Join Now

Join Now

Join Now

Primary Default

Primary Hover

Primary Focused

Primary Disabled

Call to Actions - Ghost

Height 50px, No Max Width, 100% Rounded Corners, 1px Stroke

Join Now

Join Now

Join Now

Join Now

Ghost Default

Ghost Hover

Ghost Focused

Ghost Disabled

Buttons
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Call to Actions - Inverted Primary

Height 50px, No Max Width, 100% Rounded Corners

Join Now

Join Now

Join Now

Join Now

Primary Default

Primary Hover

Primary Focused

Primary Disabled

Call to Actions - Inverted Ghost

Height 50px, No Max Width, 100% Rounded Corners, 1px Stroke

Join Now

Join Now

Join Now

Join Now

Ghost Default

Ghost Hover

Ghost Focused

Ghost Disabled

Buttons
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Label DM Sans Regular 14px

Active field entry Active field, DM Sans Regular 18px

External label DM Sans Regular 14px

Single-field form with button DM Sans Regular 14px

email@airtimerewards.co.uk

Forms

Submit

Submit
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Bringing it

All Together
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Thank You

